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An experience with enough power to change you can be painful and grateful. I have found that after the 

dust settles and you endure the pain to come out the other side grateful. I was a go getter in high school, I 

finished my required credits for high school by the end of my junior year. Since my high school requirements 

were achieved, I signed up to start college my senior year through a program called, Running Start. In my 

newfound freedom, I began to spend my time with the wrong people and this decision began my year and a half 

battle with opiates. I had been sent to a detox facility and then enrolled in an out-patient program, none of 

which was by my choice. I had missed my finals to graduate to the second year of the associates program. After 

becoming clean, my amazing instructors who believed in me, provided me the opportunity to take my finals. I 

passed and did well for some time but had slipped and fell deeper down the hole over the summer break. I was 

kicked out of my parent’s house and cut off completely. If it were not for their tough love, which I whole heartly 

believe was harder on them than me, I would have continued down this dark path. Being out on my own, couch 

hopping, sleeping in my car, and having no money for my fix, I finally was able to see clearly that I was not on 

the path I wanted to be on and was going to die if I did not fight back. I needed to ask for help, I thought I had 

it under control. I had reached out to my parents to meet with a counselor and myself. I begged them to help. 

Six hours away in an impatient facility, I spent 30 days receiving help to beat this nasty disease. I was 

determined to have a better life and repair the relationships with my family. During that time, I fought hard for 

my freedom of these crippling drugs and though it does become easier every day, I continue to fight today, now 

10 years sober. Overcoming this highly intense situation has given me a unique outlook, strong determination 

and high motivation when achieving goals and outcomes. It taught me I am strong but not to be ashamed to 

ask for help when you lose control. Once through the pain and hardship, I am grateful for my life and what I 

have learned. I am enrolled at Western Governors University in the elementary education program. My 

experience will help me guide my students down the right path and aiding those who fall victim to this disease. 

I can make a difference by sharing my story and informing our youth of the harsh realities of addiction and 

encourage them to never dabble in drug use. I aim to set my students up for success and support them in 

becoming happy and healthy member in society. 
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